
OUR WOBBLY EARTH CARDS

Rise in sea temperatures 
is limiting the oceans’ 
carbon sink capacity. 

Remove two blue ocean 
blocks.

People refuse to carpool. 
Add one  

black traffic blockblack traffic block.

Idling increases carbon 
emissions. Add one  
black traffic blockblack traffic block.

Summers will be getting 
hotter. People use air-
conditioning. Add one 
purple energy block.

A company logs hectares 
of forest to make space 

for a new hotel. Remove 
two green plant blocks.

A new factory is built. 
Add one red factory 

block.

Car manufacturers invent 
cars with more fuel-

consuming engines. Add 
one black traffic blockblack traffic block..

More and more people fly 
long-haul for their 
holidays. Add one  
black traffic blockblack traffic block..

The pH of oceans changes 
and their ability to 

absorb carbon decreases. 
Remove one blue ocean 

block.
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You make a lifestyle 
change: you turn off the 

lights, buy from recycling 
centres, and travel by 
train. If you want, you 
can remove one blackblack, 
purple or orange block 

from the top of the tower.

You choose to buy flour 
produced in your home 

country instead of 
imported flour. If you 

want, you can remove 
one orange block from 

the top of the tower.

You use green energy 
instead of coal power, so 

the carbon stays in its 
rock form. Together with 
the others, you can add 
one brown block to the 
tower to give it more 

support.

You make a donation to 
WWF for tiger 

conservation. Together 
with the others, you can 

add one pink animal 
block to the tower to give 

it more support.

You take part in a 
campaign to plant trees. 
Together with the others, 
you can add one yellow 

block to the tower to give 
it more support.

You make a lifestyle 
change: you save energy, 
make conscious consumer 

choices, and use public 
transport. If you want, 

you can remove one one 
blackblack, purple or orange 

block from the tower.

Meat consumption 
increases, which causes 

methane emissions. 
Remove one pink animal 

block.

The tree you planted 
photosynthesises and 

absorbs carbon dioxide 
from the atmosphere. 

Don’t remove or add any 
blocks.

You participate in 
restoring the moorlands. 
Together with the others, 

you can add one green 
block to the tower to give 

it more support.
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Rock form restores 
carbon. Don’t remove or 

add any blocks.

There is too much carbon 
dioxide in the 

atmosphere. Remove one 
yellow atmosphere block.

You buy an imported 
laptop, which was 

shipped from the other 
side of the world. Add 

one orange 
transportation block.

You buy a fruit that has 
been transported to your 

country from South 
America. Add one orange 

transportation block. 

The ocean is the most 
important carbon sink. 

Don’t remove or add any 
blocks.

As organic material 
decomposes, it releases 

carbon into the 
atmosphere. Remove one 

pink animal block.

New agricultural 
technologies enable the 

soil to absorb more 
carbon. Don’t remove or 

add any blocks.

People leave their 
electronic devices on 
overnight. Add one 

purple energy block.

Mining releases carbon 
from its rock form. 
Remove one brown 

block.
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COLOUR CODES:
Ocean 8: blue

Plants 6: green
Earth 5: brown

 Atmosphere 5: yellow 
Animals 3: pink
Traffic 6: black

Energy 6: purple
Factories 4: red

Transportation 5: orange
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